
head start This ladybug 
look goes from head to toe! And 

it starts with coordinating 
headgear…a handmade 

tulle flower, layered with 
organza and stitched to 

a crocheted headband 
(available in Wearables 

Department).

neat as  
a pin 
Get creative with 
your coordinating 
accessories. This one 
is as cute as a bug! 
The brooch features 
rolled-up tulle (to act 
as wings), organza and 
a sprinkling of black 
gemstones.

tulle is for tutus
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Got tulle? 
Make a Tutu!
A

Foofy, fluffy, and 
fabulous, it’s the 

perfect material for 
no-sew tutus!

A

little bug  
This ladybug skirt is a basic 

design. The big, buggy 
difference? A collection of 

adorable organza polka-dots! 
We cut out circles and carefully 
layered into flower-style stacks. 

Then, we dotted the stacks  
with beads and stitched them  

to the tulle.
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tutu how-to!  
Keep your favorite little 

ballerina on her toes with 
a sweet, handmade tutu! 

Measure her waist, and 
hand-stitch a loop of elastic 

accordingly. Then, fold 
lengths and lengths of our 

colorful tulle over the band, 
loop-knotting to secure. 

So easy! 



» cutie cowgirl! She’s so 
hip…in a hot pink tutu and a pair of 

coordinating cowboy boots! This piece is 
extra fluffy and extra fun. That’s because 

we doubled up the tulle 
before knotting it onto a 

simple elastic band. 

onesie whimsy! Here’s a  
one-piece that’s oh-so-playful and practical 

too! It’s perfect for a toddler on the go! To 
make one, measure out lengths of 

tulle to correspond with the size 
of the onesie. Layer the tulle, 

add a gathering stitch, and 
carefully work into a ruffle. 

Then, pin to the onesie 
and machine stitch 

to secure. We even 
dotted on a few 
rhinestones  for 
extra sparkle.

tutu true! Crocheted headbands, 
available in our Wearables Department, came 
in handy for this glowing green ensemble. 
Can you believe there’s no sewing required? 
Simply tie lengths of tulle to the bands. We 
made a dress-length tutu with a ribbon that 
ties halter-style around the neck. Then, we 
used the same method to create a wispy 
purple overlay that added color and shape.

ballerina bliss! Basic 
pink is just so precious! This uber 
girly tutu features pink tulle and 
organza ribbon, knotted to a 
circle of sturdy elastic. We even 
tied on a length of flowery trim to 
serve as a sash. Care to dance? We 
thought so!

What can you make with  
layers and layers of  tulle?
A bevy of  sweet little tutus... 

No sewing required!


